
I created this list for a patron who was a John Sandford and James Patterson fan. She told us the
gorier the mystery, the better! She was also a Lisa Jackson, Heather Graham, and Beverly Lewis
fan and told us that she was not put off by graphic content of any type, though she did not like
historical fiction. The list is pretty heavy on mysteries, suspense, and thriller, though it includes
some crossover with horror and at least one romantic suspense suggestion. It is a two-page list. 

Michael Connelly's Harry Bosch series. This gritty, grim, fast-paced, violent series about a
maverick LAPD detective is closer to Sandford in tone and content than any other series out there. 
Jeffrey Deaver. Fast-paced suspense thrillers/mysteries that focus on clever protagonists and
menacing antagonists and should appeal to both Sandford and Patterson fans. Often feature grisly
crime scenes and delve into the dark psychology of offenders. We have a lot of his books in the
system, both standalones and series. Best-known series is about criminologist Lincoln Rhyme.
Jonathan Kellerman. Fast-paced, grisly, gritty mysteries with a psychological bent that may appeal
to Patterson fans. He has several series to choose from, with the Alex Delaware series about a
forensic psychologist being the most famous. 
James Lee Burke's Robicheaux mysteries. Fast-paced, gritty, violent series about a private
investigator in Louisiana. Recommended for Sandford fans. This series is set in the present and is
not historical fiction, though it does sometimes feature old cases that Robicheaux is looking into.
May want to avoid some of Burke's other work, which is historical in setting. 
Lee Child’s Jack Reacher novels. The violent adventures of a loner with a military background who
travels from town to town, enacting vigilante-style justice.
Jo Nesbo's Harry Hole series. Gritty Scandinavian noir about a Norwegian cop. Fast-paced,
suspenseful, disturbing, and very violent. These books need to be read in order. 
Greg Iles standalones. Fast-paced, violent suspense thrillers that are reminiscent of James
Patterson’s work but with more elegant and refined prose and Southern settings that can be very
atmospheric and gothic. His standalones tend to be much more contemporary in focus than some
of his other work. 
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Randy Wayne White's books. Action-packed books that may appeal to Lisa Jackson fans. Often
set in Florida and features a rich rogue’s gallery of colorful characters having violent and steamy
adventures. 
Sandra Brown's books. Romantic suspense that feature a heavy dose of both sex and violence
and should appeal to Heather Graham fans. Steer clear of Brown’s oldest work from the 1980s and
early 1990s since that tends to be pure romance without the edge she writes with now. 
John Connolly’s Charlie Parker series. These books are loaded with gory violence, plus intense,
fast-paced action and a dark atmosphere. These books have a very similar tone to many others in
this list, but they also have a supernatural element that may be a turnoff for readers who prefer
strictly realistic fiction. 
Thomas Harris’s Hannibal Lecter series. These books about an infamous serial killer blend
suspense and horror. The violence depicted is often less about the act and more the aftermath
(lots of grisly crime scenes), though they can be quite graphic in that regard. May want to skip the
last one since it is a prequel about Lector’s childhood during WWII. The others are not historical in
setting. 
Dennis Lehane’s Kenzie and Gennaro series. Dark, gritty, grim novels that follow a pair of modern
Boston private detectives. The books are fast-paced, suspenseful, and compelling and often deal
with very disturbing crimes. May want to avoid Lehane's more recent standalones, which tend to
have historical settings, unlike these books. 


